### Key areas of learning

**English**

In English we will be reading different accounts of stone age life. We will write lists, captions and labels and reports about the Stone Age as a result of all our research.

Writing instructions for how to make Stone Age tools, food and shelters.

**STEM**

In Maths we will be revising number work from previous terms including place value and the operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. We will also look at statistics, and revise shape and time.

In Science this term will be thinking about fossils and how they are formed. As well as learning about the habitats of different creatures.

In Computing we will further our knowledge of programmes and websites to support our learning safely. We will use dance mat applications to support our ability to touch type.

**PSHCE**

It’s Good to Be Me!

This term we will be focusing on ourselves and continuing with mindfulness practice. The children will think about what makes them unique and what qualities they have to offer as a son, daughter, friend and family member. We will encourage children to recognise and describe their feelings, learning how to deal with difficult emotions.

**P.E**

Forest School—making use of garden and safe outdoor spaces to investigate habitats and making shelters.

Fitness—continue with PE with Joe

Youtube Dance classes with Oti Mabuse

**Creative Arts**

Cave paintings and how natural materials could be used for paint. Making stone age pots and tools Art inspired by fossil patterns.

Self portraits—linked to PSHCE

Music—listening to famous composers’ music—details to follow